Checkerboard visual evoked response in evaluation and management of pituitary tumors.
As a routine part of the evaluation of patients with pituitary tumor, visual evoked responses (VERs) to checkerboard pattern reversal were recorded from 83 patients with tomographically documented pituitary tumor. VER tests were correlated with examinations of visual acuity, color perception, and visual fields and with computerized tomographic scan evidence of suprasellar extension of the tumor. The purpose of the VER recording was to determine the presence of visual system compression by the tumor and thus contribute to the decision of whether surgery was necessary. Each of the patients who had suprasellar extension of the tumor sufficient to produce a visual field abnormality also had an abnormal VER. In addition, some patients with suprasellar extension had normal visual fields but abnormal visual evoked responses. Thus, the VER provided earlier evidence of suprasellar extension causing visual system compromise than did conventional visual tests.